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Abstract
Bove and Capretta have presented a method to deal with partial and general recursive functions in con-
structive type theory which relies on an inductive characterisation of the domains of the functions. The
method separates the logical and the computational aspects of an algorithm, and facilitates the formal
veriﬁcation of the functions being deﬁned. For nested recursive functions, the method uses Dybjer’ schema
for simultaneous inductive-recursive deﬁnitions. However, not all constructive type theories support this
kind of deﬁnitions.
Here we present a new approach for dealing with partial and general recursive functions that preserves the
advantages of the method by Bove and Capretta, but which does not rely on inductive-recursive deﬁnitions.
In this approach, we start by inductively deﬁning the graph of the function, from which we ﬁrst deﬁne
the domain and afterwards the type-theoretic version of the function. We show two ways of proving the
formal speciﬁcation of the functions deﬁned with this new approach: by induction on the graph, or by using
an induction principle in the style of the induction principle associated to the domain predicates of the
Bove-Capretta method.
Keywords: General recursive functions, partial functions, nested functions, constructive type theory
1 Introduction
Bove and Capretta [6] have presented a method to deal with partial and general
recursive functions in constructive type theory [13,10]. The idea is simple: given a
function written in a Haskell-like style [17], we (automatically) extract the domain of
the function and use that domain to deﬁne the function in type theory. The domain
of the function is formally deﬁned as an inductive predicate. The type-theoretic ver-
sion of the function takes now an extra argument, a proof that the input belongs
to the domain of the function, and is deﬁned by structural recursion on this extra
argument. In many cases, the type-theoretic version of the function is deﬁned after
its domain has been already deﬁned. However, when the function is nested, the do-
main predicate and the type-theoretic version of the function need to be formalised
following Dybjer’ schema for simultaneous inductive-recursive deﬁnitions [11].
There are two clear advantages when using the Bove-Capretta method.
First, the method separates the logical and the computational aspects of an
algorithm. This allows a function to be deﬁned independently of its termination
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behaviour and hence, it is possible to also use the method to formalise partial
functions in an easy way.
Second, if we work in constructive type theory, the inductive domain predicate
has an associated induction principle which is very useful when proving the formal
speciﬁcation of the function.
In Section 2, we illustrate the Bove-Capretta method on a well-known nested
recursive function, McCarthy’s 91 function. There, besides presenting the formal
deﬁnition of the function, we also show how to prove some of its properties. For
further reading on the method, including its limitations, the reader is referred to
[5,6,4] where the method is presented and exempliﬁed for a constructive type theory
in the spirit of Martin-Lo¨f’s type theory. For the applicability of the method to
the Calculus of Inductive Constructions (CIC), see Chapter 15 of Bertot’s and
Caste´ran’s book [3].
As already mentioned, for nested recursive functions the method uses Dybjer’
schema for simultaneous inductive-recursive deﬁnitions. However, this schema is
not supported in all constructive type theories and their subsequent interactive
theorem provers; for example, such schema is not supported in the CIC nor in the
proof assistant Coq [3], based on the CIC.
In this paper, we investigate a diﬀerent approach to function domain which
allows us to formally deﬁne a nested function without the need of a simultaneous
inductive-recursive schema. As before, the type-theoretic version of the function
takes as extra argument the proof that the input belongs to the domain of the
function. However, in this new approach the function is always deﬁned after the
domain has been deﬁned, avoiding then a simultaneous deﬁnition of the function
and its domain even when the function is nested.
We follow a standard approach here: given the Haskell-like version of a function
f , we inductively deﬁne a binary predicate ↓ representing the graph of the
function. An element n is in the domain of the f if there exists another element m
such that n ↓ m. If n is in the domain of the f , the result of applying the type-
theoretic version of f to n (and to the proof that n actually belongs to the domain
of f) is the element m such that n ↓ m. In Section 3, we give the formal deﬁnition
of the graph, the domain and the function itself for the example of McCarthy’s 91
function.
In type theory, associated to the inductively deﬁned graph of the function we
have an induction principle, which we shall call graph induction here, that can be
used to prove properties of the function. In Section 4, we revisit the proofs presented
in Section 2 and we prove them using graph induction.
Alternatively, we can use graph induction to prove an induction principle, which
we shall call domain induction principle here, in the style of the induction prin-
ciple associated to the domain predicate (for the corresponding function) on the
Bove-Capretta method. In Section 5, we show how to prove the domain induction
principle associated to our example, and we revisit once more the proofs presented
in Section 2 and prove them using the domain induction principle.
We conclude in Section 6, where we also discuss some related work.
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Some of the proofs we refer to in this text have been placed in Appendix A. This
will hopefully make the reading of this paper easier for those not interesting in the
details of the actual code of the proofs.
All the deﬁnitions and proofs that we present here have been performed in the
proof assistant Agda [1], which is based on Martin-Lo¨f’s type theory and developed
at Chalmers University of Technology by Ulf Norell. Agda syntax is very similar
to the one for Haskell and we will not say much about it here, unless we think an
explanation is necessary. Function deﬁnition is done a` la Haskell, that is, with a
set of equations and by pattern matching on one or more of the arguments of the
function. The diﬀerence is that, since type theory is a theory of total functions, the
pattern matching must be exhaustive and the recursive calls must be on structurally
smaller arguments for the function to be accepted by both the type checker and
the termination checker. For documentation, examples and tutorials on the Agda
system please consult Agda’s wiki page [1]. Ulf Norell’s Ph.D. thesis [16] is also a
good source of information about Agda and its implementation.
2 The Bove-Capretta Method
Let us start by presenting a Haskell version of McCarthy’s 91 function:
f n | 100 < n = n - 10
| n <= 100 = f (f (n + 11))
As we have already said, the type-theoretic version of the function following the
Bove-Capretta method (which we call f91 below) takes as an extra argument the
proof that the input belongs to the domain of the function (which we call dom91
below). We now analyse the above deﬁnition of f in order to identify its domain.
It is clear that the function terminates on any element n such that 100 < n. On
the other hand, if n <= 100 then the function terminates on n if it terminates
on the arguments n + 11 and f(n + 11). From this analysis, it is easy to see the
simultaneous dependency between the function and its domain in the presence of
nested recursive calls.
Assume the standard deﬁnitions of the functions + and −, and of the relations
< and <= over Natural number 1 . Following the Bove-Capretta method, the deﬁ-
nitions of the domain and the type-theoretic version of McCarthy’s 91 function are
given below:
mutual
data dom91 : Nat -> Set where
dom100< : (n : Nat) -> 100 < n -> dom91 n
dom<=100 : (n : Nat) -> n <= 100 -> (p : dom91 (n + 11)) ->
dom91 (f91 (n + 11) p) -> dom91 n
1 By abuse of notation, we denote in the same way the Boolean inequality functions < and <=, and the
relations which hold when such inequalities are true. We believe the user can distinguish, depending on the
particular context, whether the functions or the relations are being used.
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f91 : (n : Nat) -> dom91 n -> Nat
f91 ._ (dom100< n _) = n - 10
f91 ._ (dom<=100 n _ p1 p2) = f91 (f91 (n + 11) p1) p2
The inductive domain predicate consists of a constructor for each of the cases
we identiﬁed in the analysis. As it can be seen, the information in each constructor
is exactly the one we described before.
The function is deﬁned by recursion on the proof of (dom91 n). We proceed by
pattern matching on this proof and obtain two cases, one for each of the constructors
of dom91. For each recursive call in the second equation we have to provide a proof
that the argument of the recursive call belongs to the domain of the function: these
proofs are exactly the two last arguments of the second constructor of dom91.
Some remarks about Agda are in order here. Agda can interpret decimal repre-
sentation of natural numbers. As in Haskell, Agda uses the underscore character “ ”
to denote an argument which is not needed in the right hand side. The “.” notation
is not relevant in this work and can be ignored. It is related to the accessibility of
patterns and it has been shown here simply to be faithful to the actual Agda code.
The interested user can refer to Chapter 2 of Norell’s thesis [16] for an explanation
about the use of “.” in the left hand side of a deﬁnition.
As we have already said, the induction principle derived from the inductive
predicate dom91 is very useful when proving properties of the function. Its type is
as follows:
(P : (n : Nat) -> dom91 n -> Set) ->
((n : Nat) -> (h : 100 < n) -> P n (dom100< n h)) ->
((n : Nat) -> (h : n <= 100) ->
(p1 : dom91 (n + 11)) -> (p2 : dom91 (f91 (n + 11) p1)) ->
P (n + 11) p1 -> P (f91 (n + 11) p1) p2 ->
P n (dom<=100 n h p1 p2)) ->
(n : Nat) -> (p : dom91 n) -> P n p
(If we have a proof that dom91 is satisﬁed by every natural number, we could elimi-
nate the dependency of the above induction principle on the domain predicate and
obtain a simpler induction principle where the predicate has just type Nat -> Set.)
In a system like Agda, however, we can express structural induction directly by
using pattern matching. According to the Curry-Howard isomorphism, a proof by
structural induction corresponds to a deﬁnition of a function by structural recursion:
recursive calls correspond to the use of induction hypotheses. This way of writing
proofs is actually very convenient since the use of pattern matching facilitates the
reading and the understanding of the proof being deﬁned.
We demonstrate this with the proofs of two properties about the behaviour of
our function. In the ﬁrst property, we show that n is smaller than the result of
the function on n, plus 11. In the second property, we prove that the result of
applying the function to n is 91 if n <= 101, and n−10 otherwise. In both cases, in
order to state the property, we must require a proof that the argument n is in the
domain of the function. In both proofs, we use induction on the domain predicate.
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(Observe that the ﬁrst property can be proved without the need of induction but
simply by using the second property and some arithmetic properties; however we
are interested in inductive proofs here hence the proof we present.)
Before we move into the actual proofs regarding the behaviour of the function,
we present the type of some auxiliary lemmas we use; we believe are trivial to under-
stand from their types. Below, _||_ is the logic disjunction of sets with constructors
inl and inr, and elimination ||-elim, _==_ is the propositional equality, False is
the empty set and falseElim its elimination. Curly brackets are used to introduce
implicit arguments, that is, those arguments which the system should be able to
ﬁgure out by itself once the lemma is being applied.
co : (n m : Nat) -> n < m || m <= n
<vs<= : {n m : Nat} -> n < m -> m <= n -> False
trans< : {n m l : Nat} -> n < m -> m < l -> n < l
<-10+11 : (n : Nat) -> n < (n - 10) + 11
<+to< : {n m : Nat} -> (l : Nat) -> n + l < m + l -> n < m
<to+1<= : {n m : Nat} -> n < m -> n + 1 <= m
+11-10==+1 : (n : Nat) -> (n + 11) - 10 == n + 1
91<=100 : 91 <= 100
We now show the Agda code of the proof of our ﬁrst property. We choose to use
a let-expression here to make the inductive hypotheses explicit (we shall not do so
in subsequent sections).
<result : {n : Nat} -> (p : dom91 n) -> n < (f91 n p) + 11
<result (dom100< n _) = <-10+11 n
<result (dom<=100 n _ p1 p2) =
let ih1 : n + 11 < (f91 (n + 11) p1) + 11
ih1 = <result p1
ih2 : f91 (n + 11) p1 < (f91 (f91 (n + 11) p1) p2) + 11
ih2 = <result p2
in trans< (<+to< 11 ih1) ih2
When 100 < n, the function returns n − 10 and it is easy to show the desired
property with the help of some trivial arithmetic properties. When n <= 100, the
two inductive hypotheses, ih1 and ih2, are proofs of the statement for the two
recursive calls. Given these results, it is then easy to show by transitivity of < and
simple arithmetic results that the inequality holds even for the argument n.
To show the second property we actually prove three auxiliary lemmas. The
types of the ﬁrst two lemmas are given below; induction is not needed in their
proofs.
res-100< : {n : Nat} -> (p : dom91 n) -> 100 < n ->
f91 n p == n - 10
res-==100 : {n : Nat} -> (p : dom91 n) -> n == 100 ->
f91 n p == 91
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The proof of the ﬁrst lemma is trivial. The second lemma uses the ﬁrst one on
the result of both recursive calls. Transitivity and substitutivity of equality (see
Section A for the type of these properties), and a few simple arithmetic results are
also needed in the proof.
The type of the last auxiliary lemma is presented next, see Section A.1 for the
Agda code of its proof:
res-<=100 : {n : Nat} -> (p : dom91 n) -> n <= 100 ->
f91 n p == 91
Again we proceed by induction on the proof that (dom91 n). We get two cases.
The ﬁrst constructor of dom91 corresponds to the case where 100 < n, which
contradicts the hypothesis that n <= 100.
In the second constructor of dom91, we pattern match on the proof that n <= 100
and we obtain two cases: either n < 100 or n == 100 (second and third equation
in the code in Section A.1 respectively). For this very last case, we simply call the
lemma res-==100 to obtain the desired proof.
In the remaining case, that is, when n < 100, we analyse an intermediate result:
the fact that either 100 < n+11 or n+11 <= 100. If 100 < n+11, we call res-100<
on the argument of the ﬁrst recursive call and we do induction on the argument of
the second recursive call. If n + 11 <= 100, we do induction on the arguments of
both recursive calls.
3 The Graph, the Domain and the Function
Following a very standard approach, we ﬁrst deﬁne an inductive relation, which we
shall call ↓ , representing the graph of the function.
data _↓_ : Nat -> Nat -> Set where
100< : (n : Nat) -> 100 < n -> n ↓ n - 10
<=100 : (n x y : Nat) -> n <= 100 ->
n + 11 ↓ x -> x ↓ y -> n ↓ y
Given the graph, we now deﬁne the domain and the type-theoretic version of the
function, which we shall call Dom91 and F91 respectively, also in a standard way.
Dom91 : Nat -> Set
Dom91 n = Exists Nat (\m -> n ↓ m)
F91 : (n : Nat) -> Dom91 n -> Nat
F91 _ (exists m _) = m
Observe that these deﬁnitions are no longer mutually dependent: given the
graph, ﬁrst the domain is deﬁned as an existential set, then the function is deﬁned
provided its argument satisﬁes the domain predicate.
We can easily relate the result of the function to the element that witnesses that
the input belongs to the domain of the function, that is, the element m for which
n ↓ m, and also show that the input is related to both those elements in the graph.
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result : (n : Nat) -> (p : Dom91 n) -> F91 n p == witness p
im-↓ : (n : Nat) -> (p : Dom91 n) -> n ↓ F91 n p
res-↓ : (n : Nat) -> (p : Dom91 n) -> n ↓ witness p
For our example, it is also straightforward to prove that the graph indeed rep-
resents a function, and that the result of the function is independent of the actual
proof that the input argument belongs to the domain of the function.
unique-res : (n r l : Nat) -> n ↓ r -> n ↓ l -> r == l
dom-prf-ind : (n : Nat) -> (p : Dom91 n) -> (q : Dom91 n) ->
F91 n p == F91 n q
If wanted, the recursive equations for the function can be easily derived.
eq-100< : (n : Nat) -> (p : Dom91 n) -> 100 < n ->
F91 n p == n - 10
eq-<=100 : (n : Nat) -> (p : Dom91 n) -> n <= 100 ->
Exists (Dom91 (n + 11))
(\p1 -> Exists (Dom91 (F91 (n + 11) p1))
(\p2 -> F91 n p ==
F91 (F91 (n + 11) p1) p2))
Finally, the non-recursive lemmas res-100< and res-==100 can also be proved
with the same types as before (except that we now use Dom91 and F91 in place of
dom91 and f91, respectively) and very similar proofs.
4 Graph Induction
As we have already said, associated to the inductive deﬁnition of the graph we
have an induction principle which, combined with the pattern matching facilities of
Agda, allows us to prove properties of the deﬁned function in a very elegant way.
A revisited proof of <result can then be as follows:
<result’ : {n z : Nat}-> (q : n ↓ z) -> n < z + 11
<result’ (100< n h) = <-10+11 n
<result’ (<=100 n x y _ p1 p2) =
trans< (<+to< 11 (<result’ p1)) (<result’ p2)
<result : {n : Nat} -> (p : Dom91 n) -> n < (F91 n p) + 11
<result (exists _ q) = <result’ q
Here we use an auxiliary function which is proved by induction on its graph argu-
ment. When pattern matching on this argument we obtain two cases, corresponding
to the two constructors of a graph. The proof of this auxiliary function has a similar
structure than the one presented in the previous section (except that we chose here
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not to use a let-expression).
Alternatively, we could prove the main statement directly by ﬁrst pattern match-
ing on the proof that (Dom91 n) to obtain (exists m q), and then by pattern match-
ing on q (which is a proof that n ↓ m) to obtain the two cases corresponding to the
two constructors of ↓ as it is shown below:
<result : {n : Nat} -> (p : Dom91 n) -> n < (F91 n p) + 11
<result (exists .(n - 10) (100< n h)) = <-10+11 n
<result (exists .y (<=100 n x y _ p1 p2)) =
trans< (<+to< 11 (<result (exists x p1))) (<result (exists y p2))
The new proof of res-<=100 is also very similar to that presented in the previous
section. Here again, we can choose between having an auxiliary function where we
pattern match directly on the graph argument, or having only one function where
we ﬁrst pattern match on the domain argument and then pattern match on its
graph component. In Section A.2 we show only this last alternative.
5 Domain Induction Principle
An alternative way to prove properties about our function is to use graph induction
to prove an induction principle in the style of the induction principle associated
to the predicate dom91 (see page 4 for its type), and then use this new induction
principle to prove the desired properties.
The new domain induction principle, which we here call domain-ind is easy to
prove by graph induction, see Section A.3.
Using this induction principle to prove our ﬁrst property results in a compact
code.
<result : (n : Nat) -> (p : Dom91 n) -> n < (F91 n p) + 11
<result = domain-ind (\n p -> n < (F91 n p) + 11)
(\n _ -> <-10+11 n)
(\_ _ _ _ q1 q2 -> trans< (<+to< 11 q1) q2)
Unfortunately, the new proof of the auxiliary lemma for our second property is
not as nice as the previous proofs of it, see Section A.3 Agda code of the lemma.
We could add here that if we use the induction principle associated to the pred-
icate dom91 to prove this property when referring to the function f91, we obtain
almost the same code as in Section A.3, the only diﬀerence being that in that case
we would need a proof that n satisﬁes dom91 (instead of Dom91) to be passed as an
argument to res-==100. What this observation tells us is that the diﬀerence in the
structure and readability of the proof does not depend on the new approach, but on
the use of the induction principle to obtain the proof in place of the pattern match-
ing and the structural recursion on an inductively deﬁned argument, for which the
Agda system is designed.
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6 Conclusions
We presented an alternative method to deﬁne partial and general recursive func-
tions in constructive type theory. Here, instead of deﬁning an inductive predicate
characterising the domain of the function, we inductively deﬁne the graph of the
function. From the graph, the domain of the function is deﬁned and thereafter the
type-theoretic version of the function, which takes an extra argument with a proof
that the input satisﬁes the domain.
This way of deﬁning functions is as powerful as the one presented by Bove-
Capretta with inductive domain predicates in the sense that the induction principle
associated to the domain predicate of a particular function in the Bove-Capretta
method can be obtained by induction on the graph of that function.
An advantage of this new approach with respect to the Bove-Capretta one is
that nested recursive functions can be formalised in the theory without the need of
a simultaneous inductive-recursive schema; such a schema is not supported by all
constructive type theories.
We have shown our ideas in the formalisation of McCarthy’s 91 function and in
the proofs of two of its properties. These proofs have been done in two diﬀerent
ways: a) by induction on the graph; b) by ﬁrst proving an induction principle in
the style of the induction principle associated to the domain predicates of the Bove-
Capretta method, and then using this principle to prove the properties. Which of
these two ways of proving properties is the most adequate depends on the property
in question and on the facilities present in the proof assistant for writing proofs. The
Agda system is particularly suitable to work with deﬁnitions by pattern matching.
In our example, the original equations deﬁning the function were mutually ex-
clusive: either 100 < n or n <= 100, hence the graph obtained from the Haskell
version of the function could be proved to indeed represent a function. This might
not always be the case though, but we believe it is clear to the user how the code
of the function could be modiﬁed so that patterns are mutually exclusive. Observe
that exhaustiveness is not required and that it is inherent to the notion of partiality.
Mutual recursion presents no problem; the corresponding graphs will be mutu-
ally recursive, while the domains and the functions will be deﬁned as in our example
here.
Related Work
During the last decade there has been several ideas on how to deal with partial
and general recursive functions in a total setting. We give a rather detailed survey of
those ideas in the related work section of a previous paper [6]. Since the publication
of that article, there have been a couple of papers that use co-inductive types to
model partiality [9,7], and a suggestion to extend type theory with a type of partial
recursive functions [8]. See the introduction section of this last article for a survey
of other approaches to deﬁning a type of partial functions in type theory.
The idea of using graph induction to prove properties of a function is certainly
not new, and it will be impossible to give an accurate account of related work on
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this topic. We then concentrate here on related work that use the notion of graph
to deﬁne a partial function in a total setting, and to prove properties about it.
In [15], McKinna addresses the problem of how to prove properties of a function
that has been already deﬁned. In his work, which is done together with C. McBride,
McKinna presents the idea of using graph induction for this purpose. While the
presentation shows how one can use the Epigram system [14] (a system in the spirit
of the Agda system we use here) to make the proofs, the issue he discuses is not
really the one we address in here, in the sense that our starting point is how to
deﬁne the function that we will later verify.
Barthe et al [2] present a tool to deﬁne and prove properties of recursive functions
in Coq. From a pseudo-code of a function, the tool generates the graph of the
function, basically with the same information as the graphs we use here. From
this graph, the tool by Barthe et al can deﬁne the function in two diﬀerent ways.
In one of the approaches, the domain of the function and the function itself are
deﬁned basically as in the Bove-Capretta method. In the second approach, the user
must provide a measure and proofs that each recursive call is performed on smaller
arguments according to that measure. Given the graph and the measure, the proof
obligations the user must prove are automatically generated by the tool. Using
well-founded induction, the tool can now deﬁne the total function that is given by
the graph. This second approach can then only be used for total functions. Among
other things, an induction principle is generated for the function.
Using the tool developed by Barthe et al, partial functions can only be repre-
sented by using the ﬁrst approach described above, that is, by deﬁning the domain
and the function as in the Bove-Capretta method. Coq type system does not sup-
port simultaneous inductive-recursive deﬁnitions, so no nested recursive function
can be formalised with this tool. Since the second approach described above can-
not be applied to partial functions there is no way to deal with partial and nested
recursive functions using the tool described in [2].
Krauss also deﬁnes a function by ﬁrst deﬁning its graph, see [12]. As in our work,
the resulting function is formalised independently of its termination behaviour and
does not need a type system that supports inductive-recursive deﬁnitions. Krauss
work is performed in the Isabelle/HOL setting and this is the reason behind many of
the diﬀerences between his work and ours. The graphs deﬁned by Krauss do not use
a new variable to represent the result of each recursive call as in our graphs, but a
single function variable which is constrained to the graph on all recursive calls. Using
the THE operator provided by HOL (deﬁned using Hilbert’s indeﬁnite description
operator ), the function can be deﬁned from the graph. A domain is derived
as the accessible part of the recursion relation in the graph; it contains basically
the same information as the domains of Bove-Capretta but since the function has
been deﬁned independently of its domain, the domain of a nested function does
not need to be simultaneously deﬁned with the function. The domain is mainly
used to restrict the applicability of the function. A partial induction rule in the
style of the induction principle associated to the inductive domain predicates in the
Bove-Capretta method is also derived.
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A Missing Agda Codes
In the proofs below, we also use trans, which is a proof that the equality is tran-
sitive, and subst and subst′, which are proofs of the substitutivity properties of
equality, left to right and right to left respectively. The type of these properties are
as follows:
trans : {A : Set} -> {x y z : A} -> x == y -> y == z -> x == z
subst : {A : Set} -> (P : A -> Set) -> {x y : A} ->
x == y -> P x -> P y
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subst’ : {A : Set} -> (P : A -> Set) -> {x y : A} ->
x == y -> P y -> P x
In order to understand part of the proofs below, we need to look closer at the
deﬁnition of the relation <=:
_<=_ : Nat -> Nat -> Set
n <= m = (n < m) || (n == m)
A.1 Proofs with the Bove-Capretta Method
In Agda, we can use the with constructor to analyse an intermediate result on the
left hand side of a deﬁnition. Below, we analyse the result of co 100 (n+11) which
gives a proof (inl h′) that 100 < n + 11 or a proof (inr h′) that n + 11 <= 100.
res-<=100 : {n : Nat} -> (p : dom91 n) -> n <= 100 ->
f91 n p == 91
res-<=100 (dom100< n h1) h2 = falseElim (<vs<= h1 h2)
res-<=100 (dom<=100 n (inl h) p1 p2) _ with co 100 (n + 11)
... | inl h’ =
let res1 : f91 (n + 11) p1 == n + 11 - 10
res1 = res-100< p1 h’
res2 : f91 (n + 11) p1 == n + 1
res2 = trans res1 (+11-10==+1 n)
in res-<=100 p2 (subst’ (\m -> m <= 100) res2 (<to+1<= h))
... | inr h’ =
let ih1 : f91 (n + 11) p1 == 91
ih1 = res-<=100 p1 h’
in res-<=100 p2 (subst’ (\m -> m <= 100) ih1 91<=100)
res-<=100 (dom<=100 n (inr h) p1 p2) _ =
res-==100 (dom<=100 n (inr h) p1 p2) h
A.2 Proofs using Graph Induction
As it can be seen, the structure of this proof is very similar to the one above. The
diﬀerences are due to the type of the domain and the fact that we now do induction
on the graph, which is one of the components of the new domain of a function.
res-<=100 : {n : Nat} -> (p : Dom91 n) -> n <= 100 ->
F91 n p == 91
res-<=100 (exists .(n - 10) (100< n h1)) h2 =
falseElim (<vs<= h1 h2)
res-<=100 (exists .y (<=100 n x y (inl h) p1 p2)) _
with co 100 (n + 11)
... | inl h’ =
let res1 : F91 (n + 11) (exists x p1) == n + 11 - 10
res1 = res-100< (exists x p1) h’
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res2 : F91 (n + 11) (exists x p1) == n + 1
res2 = trans res1 (+11-10==+1 n)
in res-<=100 (exists y p2)
(subst’ (\m -> m <= 100) res2 (<to+1<= h))
... | inr h’ = let ih1 : F91 (n + 11) (exists x p1) == 91
ih1 = res-<=100 (exists x p1) h’
in res-<=100 (exists y p2)
(subst’ (\m -> m <= 100) ih1 91<=100)
res-<=100 (exists .y (<=100 n x y (inr h) p1 p2)) _ =
res-==100 (exists y (<=100 n x y (inr h) p1 p2)) h
A.3 Proofs using the Domain Induction Principle
The new domain induction principle has the following type and proof:
domain-ind : (P : (n : Nat) -> Dom91 n -> Set) ->
((n : Nat) -> (h : 100 < n) -> P n (exists (n - 10) (100< n h))) ->
((n : Nat) -> (h : n <= 100) ->
(p1 : Dom91 (n + 11)) -> (p2 : Dom91 (F91 (n + 11) p1)) ->
P (n + 11) p1 -> P (F91 (n + 11) p1) p2 ->
P n (exists (F91 (F91 (n + 11) p1) p2)
(<=100 n (F91 (n + 11) p1) (F91 (F91 (n + 11) p1) p2)
h (im-↓ _ p1) (im-↓ _ p2)))) ->
(n : Nat) -> (p : Dom91 n) -> P n p
domain-ind P ih1 ih2 .n (exists .(n - 10) (100< n h)) = ih1 n h
domain-ind P ih1 ih2 .n (exists .y (<=100 n x y h p1 p2)) =
ih2 n h (exists x p1) (exists y p2)
(domain-ind P ih1 ih2 (n + 11) (exists x p1))
(domain-ind P ih1 ih2 x (exists y p2))
As we have already mentioned, the proof of the auxiliary lemma using the domain
induction principle is more diﬃcult to follow.
res-<=100 : (n : Nat) -> (p : Dom91 n) -> n <= 100 ->
F91 n p == 91
res-<=100 =
domain-ind (\n p -> (n <= 100 -> F91 n p == 91))
(\n h1 h2 -> falseElim (<vs<= h1 h2))
(\n h1 p1 p2 q1 q2 _ ->
||-elim (\_ -> F91 (F91 (n + 11) p1) p2 == 91)
(\h -> ||-elim (\_ -> F91 (F91 (n + 11) p1) p2 == 91)
(\h’ -> q2 (subst’ (\m -> m <= 100)
(trans (res-100< p1 h’)
(+11-10==+1 n))
(<to+1<= h)))
(\h’ -> q2 (subst’ (\m -> m <= 100)
(q1 h’)
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91<=100))
(co 100 (n + 11)))
(\h -> res-==100 (exists (F91 (F91 (n + 11) p1) p2)
(<=100 n (F91 (n + 11) p1)
(F91 (F91 (n + 11) p1) p2) h1
(im-↓ (n + 11) p1)
(im-↓ (F91 (n + 11) p1) p2)))
h)
h1)
There are a few reasons behind this less readable code, some of them related
to the fact that Agda has mainly been design to work with deﬁnitions by pattern
matching instead of with induction principles and recursive combinators. First,
Agda does not provide a way to perform case analysis on the right hand side
of a deﬁnition, and even though the result of analysing cases on the expression
(co 100 (n+ 11)) is basically the same as the result of performing an ||-elimination
on the same expression, the code is more readable when using the former way. In
addition, performing an ||-elimination instead of pattern matching on a proof that
n <= 100 makes the code longer and more diﬃcult to read. Finally, in the case
where n == 100 (last case), we need to call the lemma res-==100 with a proof that
n satisﬁes Dom91; this proof is a bit cumbersome to obtain from the information
available from the induction principle.
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